
Educational course "Fundamentals of Higher Mathematics" 

(main thematic issues) 

For students of the Bachelor program of pharmacy  

1. The role of higher mathematics in pharmacy. 

2. Set. Main concept of the Set theory. Operations on sets. 

3. Function, its types, ways of giving the function. Elementary function. Complex function. 

4. Area of definition and meanings of the function. 

5. boundition of the functions . 

6. Even and odd functions, periodicity of the function. 

7. Proportion and percent.  

8. Linear function. Its features and graph. 

9. Quadratic function. It’s features and graph.  

10.  Function 

 

           It’s features and graph.  

11. Exponential functionю It’s features and graph.  

12.  Logarithmic function. Properties.Graph. 

13. Trigonometric functions: y=sinx, y=cosx, y=tgx, y=ctgx properties, graphs. 

14. Formed trigonometric functions, arcsinx, arccosx, arctgx, arcctgx, properties. graphs. 

15. Limit of the Function, continuity. Argument and function increments.  

16. Continuous and intermittent functions . Calculate the increment of a function. 

17. Derivative of the function. The physical and geometric essence of the derivative. 

18. Main formulas of derivation 

19. Main methods of derivation. 

20. The derivation of a complex function and the examples, how to find it out.  

21. The geometric form of the differential of the function. The relationship between the derivative 

and the differential of a function. 

22. The connection between derivative and monotonicity of function. Examples of establishing 

Intervals of monotonicity.  

23. Use of the derivative in determining extreme points and extreme values. 

24. Examining the function through the derivative and constructing the graph. 

25. The largest and smallest value of the function on the section. 

26. Use of the product in solving biological and medical problems. 
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1. Basic concepts of set theory. 

2. Even and odd function, periodicity. 

3. Construct the graph of the function and determine the intervals of monotonicity: 

y =3x²+4x+1 

4. Run the function: y=(3x4+lnx+cosx)(4x+log3 x+ex-4) 

5. Run the function: y=(7x5-sinx+3x-5ex+9x)5 

6. Run the function: y=tg3(2x4-lnx+cosx-5x) 

7. Investigate the function through the derivative and construct the graph: y=x3+6x2+9x-3 


